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Those reading this within the COVID-19 crisis on their shelter in place personal computers are presumably among the part of the 
world’s population of 7.4 billion people that live in what the author Robert Bryce refers to in his new book, A Question of Power—
Electricity and the Wealth of Nations (released March 2020), as “High-Watt” countries.  By Bryce’s definition a “High-Watt” country is 
where per capita electricity use exceeds 4,000 kilowatt-hours per year. To put this in perspective, Bryce estimates that his kitchen 
refrigerator, a typical American model purchased at Home Depot in 2007, uses about 1,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity per year. 

Roughly 3.3 billion people on the planet live in what Bryce calls the “Unplugged” world—countries where per capita electricity use 
is less than 1,000 kilowatt-hours per year. That means that roughly 44.6 percent of the world’s population, including practically all 
of India’s 1.5 billion people and those living in 73 other countries (including all of Africa) subside on less electricity per year than the 
average American family uses to keep their refrigerator running. About 1 billion people of this 3.3 billion have no access to electricity.  

Bryce’s third category, the “Low-Watt” world, where per capita electricity use is between 1,000 and 4,000 kilowatt-hours per year, 
includes roughly 2.7 billion people living in 68 countries, or about 36.7 percent of the world’s population. The “Low-Watt” world 
includes countries like China, Ukraine and Turkey on the borderline with the “High-Watt” world, but with numerous other countries 
on the borderline with the “Unplugged.”

The USA, with its estimated 2020 population of 330 million people, along with 62 other countries are part of the roughly 18.7 
percent of the world’s population living in the “High-Watt” countries that have benefited the most from the electrical revolution 
inaugurated, as Bryce reminds us, only 138 years ago, in 1882, when Thomas Edison opened his first electric power station in lower 
Manhattan, New York City.  This leads to the central theme of Bryce’s book, which is that electricity for the past almost 140 years has 
been the world’s most important and fastest growing form of energy. Countries with electricity that is cheap, abundant and reliable 
are rich; those that do not are literally in the dark, and are poor. 

LANDMEN, NATURAL GAS AND CLEAN AIR

So why should a book written on this topic be of interest to landmen and the lawyers that support them? This is because landmen 
have had so much to do with the fact, as Bryce points out, that between 2007 and 2019, US gas production has soared, going from 
50 billion cubic feet of gas per day to about 90 billion cubic feet, an 80 percent increase in just 12 years.  Much of that natural gas 
goes to fuel the nation’s electric power grid and has been largely responsible for the ongoing displacement of coal fired electric 
power plants in the United States. Without landmen  acquiring the underlying leases for natural gas fields and otherwise making 
land trades this could never have happened.

The displacement of coal by natural gas as the preferred fuel for electric plants in the US has had significant environmental benefits. 
As Bryce points out in his 2010 book, Power Hungry—The Myths of “Green” Energy and the Real Fuels of the Future, natural gas emits 
about half as much carbon dioxide as coal and releases no particulates, nor significant quantities of other pollutants, such as sulfur 
dioxide or nitrogen oxides.  Increased utilization of natural gas has been among the chief drivers of steadily improving US air quality 
over the past 10 years, though that fact is seldom mentioned by Bernie Sanders and other Green New Deal politicians when they rail 
on about fossil fuels and hydraulic fracturing. 
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THE AUTHOR: ROBERT BRYCE

A Question of Power is the sixth book written by Robert Bryce, an Austin, Texas based journalist who specializes in energy related 
topics. The preface to a previous book, Power Hungry, quotes John McCarthy, a computer pioneer at Stanford University, who wrote, 
“He who refuses to do arithmetic is doomed to talk nonsense.”  Each of the three other books by Bryce I have read, Gusher of Lies 
(2008), Power Hungry (2010), and Smaller, Faster Lighter, Denser, Cheaper (2014), along with Question of Power, incorporate rigorous 
devotion to numbers, facts, and logic in analyzing some of the most important energy policy questions of our times. 

As Bryce says in his preface to Gusher of Lies, “I do not write this book with a political agenda, or at least not one that comes from 
any partisan convictions. I am neither Democrat nor Republican. I am a charter member of the Disgusted Party.”  Bryce’s impatience 
(to put it mildly) with those that ignore energy realities, and worse, spin political narratives not based on facts or data, is one of the 
recurring themes in Question of Power as well as Bryce’s previous books. Bryce has previously stated  that his approach to climate 
change is essentially agnostic. He professes neither belief nor disbelief in climate change. What Bryce believes in are numbers and 
reality. In Question of Power Bryce’s view of renewable energy is that while it is laudable to increase utilization of wind, solar and 
other technologies with a lower carbon impact than fossil fuels (especially nuclear power), renewable energies are simply not going 
to be enough to meet what he calls “The Terawatt Challenge.” 

THE TERAWATT CHALLENGE AND HAPPY TALK

“The Terawatt Challenge” is the task of meeting what is expected to be a doubling of demand for global electricity over the next 
20-30 years. This growth in electricity usage goes side by side with projected increases in the world’s population, which is expected 
to grow to 9.7 billion people by 2050, or over 2 billion more people than those living on the planet in 2020. In this same time frame, 
however, Green New Dealers in the United States and climate activists worldwide want to eliminate all use of fossil fuels.   

In a chapter of particular interest to oil and gas industry landmen and lawyers called This Land is My Land, Bryce makes the point that, 
putting aside the incurable intermittency of wind and solar power, which absent dramatic advances in battery storage technology 
cannot be relied upon exclusively to meet all US energy needs, there is simply not enough political will in the United States to set 
aside the land required to accommodate 100 percent reliance on wind and solar energy. This is because all evidence shows that 
Americans will simply not tolerate hundreds of thousands of 500 to 600-foot tall wind turbines blanketing the countryside much 
less the tens of thousands of miles of new, high voltage electric transmission towers that massive wind and solar farms require. 
In a recent podcast interview with Bryce on Question of Power conducted by Alex Epstein (Power Hour host), Bryce references the 
decision in late 2019 of the Vermont Public Utility Commission to decline to permit the last of the dozen or so wind turbine permit 
applications made in Vermont in recent years. Vermonters, as Bryce says, hate wind turbines. So even in Bernie Sander’s home state 
of Vermont, the political will to move forward with wind projects is wholly lacking.

Similarly, in California, which has a stated goal of relying 60 percent on renewable energies by 2030, Bryce reminds that it is virtually 
impossible to get a wind or solar project permitted. Since 2013, only 200 megawatts of wind powered electricity have been permitted 
in California.

To put it in perspective, were the United States to decide to meet all of its present day electricity consumption with wind, according 
to reports cited by Bryce from two Harvard professors (Lee Miller and David Keith), it would require 12 percent of the continental 
United States to be set aside for wind farms. That is twice the size of the State of California. David MacKay, a physics professor at 
Cambridge (d. 2016), is cited by Bryce as calculating that wind power needs about 700 more times land to produce the same energy 
that an oil and gas drilling site can produce from hydraulic fracturing.  Bryce quotes MacKay as saying, “I love renewables, but I am 
also pro arithmetic.”  

What about solar power? Bryce describes how in California, the 377-megawatt Ivanpah solar complex in the Mojave Desert met 
fierce opposition from conservationists due to its impacts on the desert tortoise, a listed species under the Endangered Species 
Act. Bryce predicts that because of backlash Ivanpah will likely be one of the very few solar thermal projects ever built in the US. He 
cites opposition to solar projects on Long Island, and in Virginia, Maryland and New York State, as further evidence of grass roots 
resistance to large scale solar projects throughout the country.    
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So where does this not-in-my-back-yard attitude among renewable energy advocates leave the US on the road to meet The Terawatt 
Challenge? Bryce in his previous books has used the phrase “happy talk” to describe the more extreme unsupported positions of the 
environmental lobby when it comes to renewables. But the notion that fossil fuels can be replaced completely by wind and solar 
power by 2050 is worse than happy talk, says Bryce—it is “appallingly delusional” (quoting David MacKay).  

THE ADVANTAGES OF NATURAL GAS IN FUELING ELECTRIC POWER

Despite the recent oil and gas price meltdown which has occurred simultaneously with the COVID-19 crisis, landmen and oil and 
gas lawyers over the longer term can be comforted by expected continued growth of the natural gas energy sector in the US. This 
is because natural gas fired electric power generation affords incontrovertible advantages over competing sources of solar and 
wind when it comes to what Bryce labels the four factors that will prevent renewables from taking over the electric power system—
cost, storage, scale and land use. The land footprint of the typical natural gas well is not only much smaller and less obtrusive than 
wind and solar, it has the advantages of lower cost and larger scale. Natural gas, unlike wind and solar, is also easy to store and its 
production can more readily fluctuate with demand. The United States has huge resources of natural gas, and unlike wind and solar, 
existing natural gas infrastructure that can transport much of it to most US markets, either by land pipelines or shipped through 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals. 

US natural gas also enjoys advantages over nuclear power, though nuclear power has much higher energy density than natural gas. 
This is true in part because of what Bryce calls the “radiophobia” that Greenpeace and others have instilled about the nuclear power 
industry in spite of the industry’s overall impressive safety record. Americans are more used to living with natural gas fields and 
pipelines than they are nuclear power plants. More recently, the oil and gas industry and its regulators have put in place systems to 
mitigate risks of earthquakes spawned by underground injection of produced wastewater. Putting earthquake risks from fracking 
aside, nuclear waste disposal is more problematic than underground injection of hydraulic fluid wastewater. In addition, nuclear 
power plants require much more extensive start-up capital investment than natural gas facilities. 

Not that US natural gas production practices and infrastructure cannot be improved. There are recent calls, for example, to discontinue 
flaring of natural gas in the Permian Basin of West Texas. This would necessitate shutting in oil production to expand and build upon 
natural gas pipeline infrastructure. But what better time to shut in oil production to cease gas flaring than when there is a glut in the 
world markets and prices are at historic lows? Permian gas flaring should be ended to save Permian oil and gas for the longer term.
 
CONCLUSION: ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY AS A HUMAN RIGHT

As Bryce concludes in the closing chapter of Question of Power, “We need more human flourishing, not less.”  Take the case of women, 
whose lives in many, but not all, parts of the modern world have been improved immeasurably by electricity and elimination of 
menial tasks such as hauling water, washing clothes by hand, or gathering wood for a stove. Bryce views access to electricity for 
women and the rest of humanity as a fundamental 21st century human right, on par with clean water and clean air. He concludes 
his book, Question of Power, by expressing confidence that the world can adapt to climate change without abandoning in abject 
poverty the billions of people in the world living in Low-Watt and Unplugged places.

A Question of Power—Electricity and the Wealth of Nations, available on audio, Kindle, or hardback, is an enjoyable and thought 
provoking read (or listening) for landmen and lawyers supporting them. And no, I have neither consulted with the author before 
this review nor received a kickback!   
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